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APPLICA!flON: Application for Waiver of Grounds of Inadmissibility under section 212(a)(9)(B)(v) of 
the Immigration and ·Nationality Act, 8 U.S. C. § 1182(a)(9)(B)(v) 

ON BEHALF OF APPLICANT: 

~ELF-REfRp~ENTEp 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

Enclosed pleiise find the decision of the Administrative Appeals Office in your case. All of the documents 
related to fhis matter have been returned to the office that originally decided your case; Please be advised that 
any furthet iiujuiry that you might have cc;mcerning your case must be made to that office. 

If you belleve the AAO inappropriately ap,plieo the law in reaching our decision, or you have additional 
'· ., . - . . 

information that you wish to have considered, you may file a motion to reconsider or a motion to reopen with 
the field orfice ·or service center that originally decided your case by filing a Form I-190B, Notice of Appeal 
or Mot~on: with a fee of $630. The specific req~irements for filitig such a motion can be found at 8 C.F.R. 
§ 103.5. D,~ n~t file 1:1 r,notion directly ~ith 'the AAO. Please be aware that 8 C.F.R. § 103.5(a)(l)(i) 
requires a.liY mo~ion to be filed within 30 days of the' decision that the motion seeks to reconsider or reopen. 

· Th;lnk yoti; 
~ .' . . . ' 

A~~~ 
Ron Rosenberg 
Acting Chief, Administrative Appeals Office 
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· ][)][§CU§S][O~: The waiver application was denied by the District Director, Phoenix, Arizona. An 
appeal ofcthe denial was dismissed by the Administrative Appeals;Office (AAO) on April 4, 2011. 
The matter is now before the AAO on motion. The motion \\jill be granted and the underlying 
applicatlop approved. · . . . . . 

The applip~q.t is a native and citizen of. Mexico who was found to be inadmissible to the United 
States Pll{S~ant to section 212(a)(9)(B)<i)(II) of the Immigration and Nationality Act (the Act), 
8 U.S.C. § 1182(a)(9)(B)(i)(II), for having been unlawfully present in the United States for one year 
or more ap.d seeking admission within ten years of her last departure. The applicant is married to a 

• l" ., • . . 

U.S. citizyn. The applicant seeks a waiver of inadmissibility pursuant to section 212(a)(9)(B)(v) of 
the Act, 8. U.S.C. § 1182(1l)(9)(B)(v), in order to remain in the United States with her U.S. -citizen 
husband ~d child. 

In a decision dated November 18, 2008, ·the district director found the applicant inadmissible for 
having ac~IJled Uiilawful presence in excess: of one year. The district director concluded that the 
applicaptf~jle~ to demonstrate that her U.S: citizen spouse would. suffer extreme hardship as a result 
of her in~dmiss~bqity to the United States ;and denied the waiver application accordingly. In a 
decision dateq April 4, 2011, the AAO foupd that the applicant's husband would not experience 
extreme h~dship upon relocation to Mex:ico or remaining in the United States. The AAO dismissed 
the appeal accordingly. . . 

On ApriLfQ, ~Oi 1, the applicant submitted a Form I-290B (Notice of Appeal or Motion), indicating 
in Part 3 $a(she was submitting additional factual evidence for the AAO to review and consider on 
motion. ~owever, as indicated }Jy the ·check mark at box B qf Part 2 ~f the Form I-290B, the 
applicant :·elected to file an appeal. Nevertheless, the Table of Exhibits submitted by the applicant 
with ~e ~ addition~! evidence_ refers to _ the ~ocumentary e~idence as s~~porting a "motion to 
reconsider/reopen. Upon review, the AAO will treat the Apnl 29, 2011, fllmg of the Form I-290B 
as a motiq~ tq ·reconsider/reopen. · · 

On motion, tlJ,e applicant submits new evidence. which she contends overcomes the reasons for 
dismissal : of her appeal. The applicant · submits evidence regarding violence and safety issues in 
Mexico, which she argues, is sufficient to deJ;Uonstrate that if removed to that country, her qualifying 
relative will experience extreme hardship. The applicant contends that the -submitted evidence on 
motion outlining medical, financial, and emotional hardship to the applican~:s husband demonstrates 
extreme nard~hip to her qualifying relative. . 

. ) 
. ' . 

The regulation at8 CF.R. § 103;5(a) states, in pertinent part, that: 
. ' . 

(a) Motiop.sto reopen or reconsider 

(2) ,Requirements for motion .to reopen. A .motion to reopen must state the new facts 
to : he Proved in the reopened proceeding and be supported by affidavits or· other 
dotulllentary evidence . . .. 

(3) F.equirements for motion to reconsider. A motion to reconsider must state the 
reasons for r~considetation and be supported by any. pertinent precedent decisions t9 
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estapli~P. that the decision . was based on an incorrect ;application of law or Service . , 
policy, A motion to reconsider a decision on an application or petition must, when 
filed, also establish that the decision .was incorrect based on the evidence of record at. 
th¢ time of the initial decision. . · . . 

( 4~ Processing motions in pr~ceedings before the Service .. A motion that does not . 
ni~et applicable requirements shall be: dismissed. 

The r~co~d _includes .the following new or additional evidence: a copy of the birth certificate of the 
applicanqs U.S. citizen children; a statement from the applicant's husband; a marriage license; the 
applicantjs householq's current monthly expenses budget and a proposed monthly expenses 
comparis~n budget in the event of the appliCant's removal; earnings statements; documentation 
concemidg child support payments; pay stuf>s and utility bills; income tax returns; a psychological 
ev~luatio~ ; character reference letters; country conditions evidence; and letters regarding the crime 
rate and9ru~-related violence in the .municip~lity of _ , Chihuahua, in Mexico. 

Here, the'l: AAO fmds that the ·additional evidence meets the · requirements of a motion to reopen 
I· •• • 

. found .in ~ C.P.R. § 103.5(a)(2). The evidence points to new facts not previously. addressed, which 
are supported by documentary evidence. · 

The reco~~ shows that the applicant entered the United States with a border crossing card in 2000 
and overs

1
tayed her period of authorized .stay. The record further shows that the applicant departed 

the ,Unitetl States for one day·in 2007, triggering the unlawful presence ground of inadmissibility 
under se~tion 212(a)(9)(B)(i)(II) of the Ad . . As the applicanrhas accrued unlawful presence in the 
United S~tes in excess of one year and is seeking admission :within ten years of her last departure 
from th~ ]United States, she is inadmissible under section 212(a)(9)(B)(i)(II) of the Act. The 
applicant jdid not contest inadmissibility on appeal, and she has not contested her inadmissibility on 
motion. ~ Accordingly, the AAO will not disturb the. previous finding that the applicant is 
inadmiss~bl~ to the United States for having accrued unlawful presence in the United States. 

As discu$s~<;l in the AAO's dismissal of the applicant's appeal, her eligibility for a waiver under 
section 2P(a)(9)(B)(v) i~ dependent, first, upon a showing that the bar to her inadmissibility would 
#npose e~tr¢me hardship on her U.S. citizen husband. Hardships that the applicant's child or other 
family m¢mbers ofher ,U.S. citiZen spouse would experience as a result of her inadmissibility are not 
considered in s~ction 212(a)(9)(B)(v), except to the extent that they would affect the applicant's 
qualifying r~latives. If extreme hardship to a qualifying relative is established, USCIS then assesses 

· . whether an exercise of discretion is. warrant~d. See Matter oj Mendez-Moralez, 21 I&N Dec. 296; 
-301 (BIA l996). ' 

Extreme h~d~~ip is "not a definable term of fixed and inflexible content or meaning," but 
"necessarily d~pends upon the facts and circumstances peculiar to each· case." Matter of Hwang, 
10 I&N ·gec~ 448, 451 (I~HA 1964). In Matter of C~rvantes-Gonzalez, the Board of Immigration 
Appe~ls (~oard) pfovided a list of factors it deemed relevant in determining whether an alien has 

. establishe4 e]!:treme hardship to a qualifyiiJ,g relative. 22 I&N Dec. 560, 565 (BIA 1999). The fa<;tors 
include the presen9e of a lawful permanent resident or United States citizen spouse or parent in this 
country; the qualifying relative's family ti~s outsid~ the l!nited States; the conditions in the country or 
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countiie~ ~o wllic~ the qualifying relative would relocate and the extent of the qualifying relative's ties 
in sqcll cqliiitci¢s; the fmanciaLimpact of departure from this country; and significant conditions of 
health, p~icu)atly when tied to the unavailab.ility of suitable medical care in the country to which the 
qualifying: r¢~'!-tive would relocate. /d. The Bpard added that not all of the foregoing factors need be 
analyzed ~ anY giveq case and emphasized that the list of factors was not exclusive. /d. at 566. 

I 

The Boar~ has also held that the common o,r typical results of .removal and inadmissibility do not 
constitute! extreme hardship, and has listed certain individual hardship factors considered common 
rather thah extreme. These factors .include: economic disadvantage; loss. of current employment; 
inability to maintain one's present staqdard of living; inability to pursue a chosen profession; 
separation froin family members; severing cpmmunity ties; cultural readjustment after living in the 
United s tates for many years;· cultural ·adjustment of qualifying relatives who have never lived 
outside the Vrtited States; inferior economic and educational opportunities in the foreign country; or 
inferior r4edic~l faCilities in the foreign ·country. See generally Matter of Cervantes-Gonzalez, 22 
I&N Dec;: at 568; Matter of Pilch, 21 I&N bee. 627, 632-33 (BIA 1996); Matter of Ige, 20 I&N D,ec. ' . 880, 883 (BIA 1994); Matter ofNgai, 19 I&N Dec. 245, 246-47 (Comm'r 1984); Matter of Kim, 15 
I&Nped 88, 89-90 (BIA 1974); Matter of Shaughnessy, 12 I&N Dec. 810,813 (BIA 1968). 

However,~ though hardships may not be extreme when considered abstractly or individually, the 
Board has made it clear that "[r]elevant factors, though not extreme in themselves, must be 
consider~~ in the aggregate in determining ~hether extreme hardship exists." Matter of 0-J-0-, 21 
I&N DecJ 381, 383 (BIA 1996) (quoting Matter of /ge, 20 I&N Dec. at 882). The adjudicator "must 

· consider ~e entire range of factors concemfug hardship in their totality and determine whether the 
combination of hardships takes ~e case beyond those hardships ordinarily associated with 
deportation." Id. · 

The actu~l hardship associated with an abstr(lct hardship factor such as family separation, economic 
'disadvantkge, cultural readjustment, et ceter~, differs in nature and severity depending on the unique 
circumst$ces of each case, as does the cumulative hardship a qualifying relative experiences as a 
result of ~ggregated individual hardships. See, e.g., Matter of Bing Chih Kao and Mei Tsui Lin, 23 

' l· . 
I&N De~; 45,51 (BIA 2001) (distinguishing: Matter of Pilch regarding hardship faced by qualifying 
relatives 9n the basis of variations in the lerigth of residence in the United States and the ability to 
speak the. language of the country to which they would relocate). For example, though family 
separation h(!.s been found to be a: common result of inadmissibility or removal, separation from 

·family living' in the United States can also be the most '·important single hardship factor in 
consider4!.g 4<lrdship in the aggregate. See Salcido-Salcido, 138 F.3d at 1293 (quoting Contreras
Buenfil v. INS, 712 F.2d 401, 403 (9th Cir. 1983)); but see ¥atter of Ngai, 19 I&N Dec. at 247 
(separation of spouse and children from ~pplicant is not extreme hardship due to conflicting 
evid,en~e in the record and because applicant and spouse had been voluntarily separated from one 
another f9r ~8 ·years). Therefore, we ~onsider ·the totality of the circumstances in determining 
w~e$erdeP,ial ~f a,dmission would result in extreme hardship to a qualifying relative. 

Tlle AAO turns first to a consideration of the additional evidence submitted to establish that the 
appli~an(s h~sband woul~ suffer extreme_ hardship if the applicant's waiver application is denied. 
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The first ~tep required to obtain a wai:ver of inadtnissibility is to establish that . the applicant's U.S. 
citizen h~sband would suffer extreme hardship if he remained in the United States while the 
applicant :relocated abroad due to her inadmissi.bility. The AAO, in its decision dated April 4, 2011, 
found th~t extreme hardship had not been established. Specifically; the AAO noted. that the 

f . . . ' • . 

emotional hardships the applicant's husband' experienced,. although significant, were insufficient to 
t . . . . . . . 

demonstrate extreme hardship when conS:idered on their own. The AAO further noted the submitted 
··psychological evaluations insufficient to ;demonstrate extreme ;hardship upon separation. The AAO 
found that, though counsel for the applicant asserted that the ~ applicant cares for five children, the 

· record onlappeal did not contain: evidence th~t the . applicant's spouse was providing financial support 
for the children. . . · · · · · 

·tt· . 

On moti<;)p., the applicant contends that her husband will ,experience emotional, financial, and 
psycholo~ical l).ardship if he remains in ihe United States while the applicant resides abroad due to 
her inadn\.issibility. In an undated letter submitted on motioni the applicant states that she and her 

_husband have struggled ~o move their f~mily forward and to build a future for their children. She 
asserts th~t together, they ·have :been able tci provide their children with the love and stability they 
need. In ':a declaration dated April 27, 2011,( the applicant's spouse explains that his wife is his life 
partner; f\l~t she gives him the strength tp continue on with life; and that he feels secure having her 
by his sipe. The applicant's spouse indicates that his children from prior relationships are all 
emotionally ~hached to the applicant, that'th~ applicant takes daily care ofthe children, and that she 
''is a wo~d:erful homemaker." The applicant's spouse further indicates he is troubled and nervous 
about the

1 
~ap.gers th,e applicant would face were she to relocate to the municipality of 

fin the state ofChihuahua, Mexico. The applicant's spouse asserts that he "cannot stop 
thinking ~bout the danger; [he] cannot :eat ·or sleep worrying ·about our future if we were to be 

· separatedi" 

Here, the lAAo notes that on November 2o, 7012, the United States Department of State updated its 
Tra,vel W'firniilg for United States citizens traveling to Mexico. The Travel Warning notes that since 
2006, the~ Mex~can go·veQ1II1ent has engaged: in ari extensive effort to combat transnational criminal 
organizations (TCOs)~ . The TCOs, meanwhile, have been engaged in a struggle to control drug 
traffickink routes and other criminal activity: Bystanders, including U.S. citizens, have been injured 
or killed ih violent incidents in various parts of the country, especially, though not exclusively in the 

: -. . . ~ ' . 
· northern porder region, demonstrating the heightened risk of violence throughout Mexico. The 
Travel Warning indicates that during sotne of these incidents,_·U.S. citizens have been trapped and 
teii1.por¥ilY 'prevef\ted from leaving the area . . · . . · 

· The Travel Warning furth~r indicates that TCOs, m~an~hile, engage in a wide-range of criminal 
activities t;pa:t can directly impact United States citizens, including kidnapping, armed car-jacking, 
anc:l extortion that can directly impact UQ.ited States citizens. According to the Travel Warning, the 

. number of U.S. citizens. reported to the Department ofState as murdered under all circumstances in 
Mexico ~as 113 in 2011 and 32 in the first six months of 2012. Regarding the state of Chihuahua, 
the Travel W~ing indicates that U.S . . citizens "should defer non-essential travel to the state of 
ChQmahua," *s the. drug-related violence throughout the state is of special concern. The travel · 

. • warning ti,iention that various areas in the state have seen an increase in violent crime, and that U.S . 
. ·citizens have been victims of narcotics.,relat~d violence ih incidents that have occurred throughout 

the state~ ~ased, on the increased violence in.Mexico and the Travel Walning issued to U.S. citizens, 
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the AAO notes the risks U.S. citizen's face when traveling to certain areas in Mexico, including the 
area whe~e !h~ appliCan~ would reside. Therefore, the ability of the applicant's husband and children 
to visit th:e applicant in Chihuahua, Mexko i s limited. Additionally, the AAO recognizes that the 
document~(! emotional challenges the applitant's husband would face in the event of separation 
constitu.tei a significant hardship factor, ~s the evidence demonstr~tes the many contributions of the 
applicant ,to t4e family's well-being. Las(ly, the AAO notes that the applicant's husband''s assertions 
regarding~ the · unsafe conditions in the ai,ea where the applicant would be residing are corroborated 
by the infoml.ation contained in the Travel Warning and in various news articles submitted on 
motion'. These submissions indicate unsate ·conditions and an· increase in narcotics-related violence 
in the ~u;hicipality of }'he emotional and psychological difficulties these unsafe 
con9:ition~ would c~use the applicant's husband are detailed by several attestations submitted on 
motion. , · · ' 

" ~· 

With reg¥ dstp financial hardship, the ap_plicant's spouse mentions in his letter dated April27, 2011, 
that, in a4dition to him being employed full-time, his wife is also employed to help the family meet 
their hou~ehold obligations ~d expenses. The applicant's husband indicates that without the 
financial \support he receive~ from the ·applicant, he would be unable to cover their household 
expenses .l~d his child support obligations. 

' ' ' 

The recof,d mcludes supporting financial documentation establishing that the applicant's husband 
would ex~eriertce finanCial difficulties irt the event of senaration. In a letter dated April 21, 2011, 

-!"'"". _ • ), indicates that the applicant's 
husband 11as beeri. working for L . __ sine~ 1995 and is one of the company's essential workers. Mr. 

n)ent~ons that separation would have a drastic effect on the applicant's husband's work 
performance, as all of the company's cleanil)g services are conducted at night and separation would 

· mean thal the applicant's husband would haye to employ someone to watch over his children while 
he is at wbrk. In a<Jdition, Mr. adicates that he has associated himself with the applicant and 

I . . • • . , 

her husband ~d that separation would bring the "disruption of their family home," as well as the 
loss of tHe applicant's. attention and affyction towards her family. The record also includes nine 
letters of{support, written by the applicant's : family members and friends of the family, attesting to 
the emotional and financial difficulties th.e applicant's husband would face in the event of separation. 
Additton~IJy, the record includes tax records and pay stubs, which indicate that the applicant is the 
main proh der for the family by e.arning approximately $2,480 a month. The applicant's husband 
earns app:roximately $1,920 a month and th~ record evidence on motion indicates that his monthly 
child support payments total $1,250 a .month. The record evidence in support of the family 's self
prepared fnopt4ly budget includes utility bills, bank records, and printouts of the applicant's husband 
.child suclport payments to his children from prior relationships: The documentary evidence 
submitte4· on motion reflects that, on average, th~ family's fixed obligations total $3,434. The 
applicant.: esti~~tes over $500 a month on.'additional household expenses, remittances, and other 
expenses:· From the documents provided, the AAO acknowledges that the applicant's husband 
would experience financial difficulties as a result ofseparation from the applicant if she were denied 
admissio~ to t.9e United ~tates . . . 

., 
With regards to psychological hardship, the applicant submitted .on motion a psychological 
evaluation ,conducted by Dr. on May 3, 2011, which is the fourth psychological 
report submitteq by the applicant in these proceedings. The conclusions reached by Dr. that 
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the appli~anJ's · husqatid is experiencing Major Depressive Disorder and Anxiety Disorder 
corroborate Dr. - ...,, letter, which was submitted on appeal, that the applicant's spouse is under 
treatm~ri.i::for severe anxiety and major depression. As such, the inconsistencies noted by the AAO 
~h its Apri~ 4, 7011, decision have been corrected on motion, as there is now corroborative evidence 
-indicating.that the applicant is experiencing psychological difficulties that are caused, in large part, 
. by his worry over his wife's iriunigration situ'ation. 

]: .· . . 

' 
Accordingly, the record reflects that the cumulative effect of the emotional, psychological, and 
financial ilu~rqship the applicant's spouse would experience due to the applicant's inadmissibility 
rises to tlie .leyel of extreme hardship. In this cas·e, the deficiencies . addressed by the AAO in its 
decision bn appeal have been corrected· by motion, as there is documentary evidence sufficient to 
demonstr~te the financial difficulties the· hu~band would experience from separation, as well as his 
depressiop and anxiety res~lting from the pr9spect of separation from the applicant and the risks of 
travel to ~exi~o with ·their children. The AAO thus concludes that if the applicant were unable to 
reside in ~th~ United States. due · to her inadmissibility~ the applicant's spouse would suffer extreme 
. ~ . . ' . . 
.hardship. ; · · · 

. l ' 
~ ,, ' 

·' 
Regarding whether the ~pplicant' s husband ·would suffer extreme hardship if he relocated abroad, 
the AAQ; in ~ts decisi9n dated April 4, ~011, concluded that extreme hardship had not been 
establish9d. Specifically, the AAO noted th~t the differences in wages and economies of the United 
States and Mexico were insufficient to establish >extreme hardship. The AAO further noted that the 
psychologica,.levaluations did not address pqtential impact on the applicant's husband if he were to 
relocate tb Mexico. · · · ! . 

. ' 

·.' ·· On motidn, ' the applicant's husband explain:s that he is extremely nervous about moving with the 
applica,.nt }and. their children to the state of Chihuahua, a state he characterizes as "the number one 
ranked state for violence.in Mexico." Additionally, the record notes that the applicant's husband and 
the coupfe's children would experience extreme hardship in Mexico because of wage inequality, 
high unehtployrrient and the quality of life ·in the region where they would be residing. The 

J . . . 

applicantjs husband further. asserts that he would be separated from his children who reside in the 
United S~ate~ if he rd9cated, ~d that the rp.ajority of his family resides in the United States and 
reloca~ion. abroad would cause him emotionalhardship. . . . 

The ~eco~d ~eflects that the applicant's husband has been residing in the United States for over 28 
· years, suggesting relocation would r~quire significant adjustment. The applicant's spouse would 
have to l~av~his community, his employment of over 15 years, the psychologists familiar with his 
diagnosis' and treatment, and potentially ·his' family, including a daughter and two sons from prior 
relationships. He would experience concern for his and his children's safety and well-being in the 
municipality of , in the.state of Chihuahua, Mexico. · In addition, there is evidence 
in the rec9rd indicating that the applicant's husband takes care of his mother, who is 75 years of age. 
The recorQ. ~vidence reflects that the applicant's. husband's mother requires multiple medical 
interventi~.ms rehitedto h~r being diagnosed with arthritis. The-applicant's husband cares for her and 
is ryspon~ible for taking his mother to doctor's appointments and medical surgeries. The applicant's 
husband l'ikply: would :not be able to main~ain his current standard of living. Finally, the U.S . 

. Departmenr of State has issued a travel warning, advising U.S. citizens of the high rates of crime and 
. . . .. , . ' . ' 
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violence in Mexico, particularly the state in which the applicant's husband would be living in with 
the applicant and their children. · 

A review ·of the documentation in the record reflects that the deficiencies identified by the AAO in 
its April :4, 2011; decision have been corrected o~ motion by the submission of additional 
documen<ary evidence outlining the factors iuid difficulties that, when considered in the· aggregate, 
lead -to a Jfinding of extreme hardship. Accordingly, the record evidence, when considered in its 
totality, reflects that the applicant has established on motion that her U.S. citizen spouse would 
suffer ex~felp.e hardship were the applicant imable to reside in the. United States. Moreover, it has 
been estapli~P,ed that the applicant's U.S. cit;izen spouse would suffer extreme hardship were he to 
relocate to Chihuahua, Mexico to reside with the applicant. Accordingly, the AAO finds that the 
sitl!ation bres~nted .in this application rises to 'the level of extreme hardship. 

;r ' ' 

' ~ ' 

However,i the grant or denial of .the waiver does not tum only on the issue of the meaning of 
"extreme jhardship." It also hinges . ori the discretion of the Secretary and pursuant to such terms, 
condition~ and procedures as she may by regulations prescribe. In discretionary matters, the alien 

. bears .thej burden of proving .eligibility in terms of equities in the United States which are not 
outweigh~q by adverse fac~,ors" See Mcztter of T-S"-Y-, 7J&N Dec. 582(BIA 1957). 

. . 

ln ev~luating whether . . . relief is warranted in the exercise of discretion, the facto~s 
adver$e to the alien include the nature and underlying circumstances of the exclusion 
grounfi at issue, the presence of additional significant violations of this country's 
immigration laws, the existence of a crirn,inal record, and if so, its nature and seriousness, 
and tlie presence of other evidence indicative of the alien's bad character or undesirability 
as a ~ermc:merit resident of this country. !he favorable considerations include family ties 
in thef United States, residenc~ of long dbration in this country (particularly where alien 
began} residency at a young age), eviden~e of hardship t~ the alien and his family if he is 
excluqed and deported, service in this. country's Armed Forces, a history of stable 
emplclyment, the existence of property or business ties, evidence of value or service in the 
comrrlunity; evidence of genuine rehabilitation if a criminal record exists, and other 
evidebce attesting to the alien's good ch~acter (e.g., affidavits from family, friends and 
resp()~sible community representatives). : ·· 

See Matt~r 9! Mendez-Moralez, 21 I&N Dec. 296, 301 (BIA 1996). The AAO must then "balance 
the adver~·e factors evidencing an alien's undesirability as a permanent resident with the social and 
humane spnsiderations presented on the alie1.11s behalf to determine whether the grant of relief in the 
exercise O,f discretion appears to be in thebest interests of the couritry." !d. at 300. 

The favotabJe factors in this matter are the extreme hardship the applicant's husband would face if 
the applic~t were to reside in Mexico, regardless of ~hether he accompanied the applicant or stayed 
ip. the Uqi~eq States; the difficulties the applicant's children would face in the event of separation 
from the applicant or in joining the applicant to live in ,, Chihuahua, Mexico; the applicant's 

' community 'ties, including her involvement with the Head Start 
Program ·a,nd ·her volunteerism at a childr~n's hospital for children with cancer; the applicant's 
apparent 1ack of a criminal record; her gainful employment in the United States; support letters from 
the applicant's f~mily, friends, employer, and community members; and her payment of taxes .. The 
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u,Qf~vorabl(f f~cfors in this matter are the applicant's periods of unlawful presence and . unlawful 
employfl1¢nt ~hiJe in the United· States. ·. · · . . _ · 

.It is note~ tb,.at the iminigration violations committed by the applicant are serious in nature and 
ca.Iinot b¢' condoned. Nonetheless, the AAO finds· that the applicant . has established that the 
favorable , factors in her application . outweigh the unfavorable factors. Therefore, a favorable 
exercise o'f -the Secretary of Ho~eland Security's discretion is warranted. 

In pro~eedings for·. an application for waive{ of grounds of inadmissibility under section 212(h) of 
the Act, ~e .burden of proving eligibility rests with the applicant. - See section 291 of the Act, 8 
U.S.C. § ;1361. }iere, the applicant has sustained that burden. Accordingly, the motion to .reopen 
will b~ gr~te4 and. the waiver application wi:h be approved. . . . 

ORDER:f. . 'f4e motion to reopen is granted,; arid the waiver application is approved. The matter is 
returned tp tQ.e DistriCt Director for continued processing. · 

I' . . 

'· . '-


